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New security rules - UNI EN 1870-6:2018New security rules - UNI EN 1870-6:2018

Security system Security system 
Security system that allows 
the saw blade stop in case 
of danger while the drive-
shaft continues to rotate. 

The saw blade stop occurs 
in less than 8 seconds.

Reclining tableReclining table Drain for vacuum Drain for vacuum 
cleaner for wood chipscleaner for wood chips

Protection systemProtection system

OptionalOptional

    Pneumatic Pneumatic 
     wheels     wheels

OptionalOptional

Wheel Wheel 
     axle     axle

OptionalOptional

Widia Widia 
    blade    blade

OptionalOptional

Double Double 
    table    table

 Model
Blade 

diameter
Dimensions
Maximum

Cutting 
depth

Working Table Supply Weight

                 

(mm) LxBxH - (mm) (mm) (mm) (Kg)

R-400 Ø 600 1570x850x1260 210
Sliding 
Table

850x1170
Cardan shaft

111
Three-point linkage / Rear

R-400/05 Ø 600 1570x850x1260 210
Sliding 
Table

850x1170
Cardan shaft

121
Three-point linkage / Rear

The Rosselli circular saw bench has been desi-

gned to carry out very definite cuts; this machine  
allows the operator to work quickly and easily, 

improving the operational efficiency of your 
business. The robust frame, welded by a robot 
system, makes the saw bench stable, strong and 
durable. In terms of safety, the protective carter 
of the moving pieces and the saw blade cover 
makes the machine extremely secure and ma-

nageable. The circular saw is equipped with a sli-

ding table that allows to work in a more comfor-

table way, in fact it allows to have more surface 
available for the support of the wood. When the 

sliding table is not used, can be folded in order to optimaze  space and 
thus  makes the machine less bulky. Rosselli factory has also designed a new woodblock with an ergo-

nomic and functional solution expressly developed to avoid both possible contacts with the blade and 
the dangerous rotations of the wood during the cutting phases. As required by the Machinery  2006/42 / 
EC, the mo-del R-400,  like all the other Rosselli machines, in addition to the normal safety equipment, is 

characterized by a particular device that al-
lows the saw blade to stop within 8 seconds 

while the driveshaft continues to work.


